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Abstract— In this paper, we develop, analyze and implement
a congestion control scheme obtained in a noncooperative game
framework where each user’s cost function is composed of a
pricing function, proportional to the queueing delay experienced
by the user, and a fairly general utility function which captures
the user demand for bandwidth. Using a network model based on
fluid approximations and through a realistic modeling of queues,
we establish the existence of a unique equilibrium as well as
its global asymptotic stability for a general network topology.
We also provide sufficient conditions for system stability when
there is a bottleneck link shared by multiple users experiencing
non-negligible communication delays. Based on these theoretical
foundations, we implement a window-based, end-to-end congestion control scheme, and simulate it in ns-2 network simulator
on various network topologies with sizable propagation delays.
Methods Keywords: Control theory, Mathematical programming/optimization, Simulations, Economics.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Game theory provides a natural framework for developing
pricing and congestion control mechanisms for the Internet.
Users on the network can be modeled as players in a congestion control game where they choose their strategies or
in this case flow rates. Players are noncooperative in terms
of their demands for network resources, and have no specific
information on other users’ strategies. A user’s demand or
utility for bandwidth is captured in a utility function, and may
not be bounded. To compensate for this, one can devise a
pricing function, proportional to the bandwidth usage of a
user, in order to preserve the network resources and to provide
an incentive for the user to implement end-to-end congestion
control [1]. A useful concept in such a noncooperative congestion control game is that of Nash equilibrium [2] where
each player minimizes his/her own cost (or maximize payoff)
given all other players’ strategies. There is rich literature on
game theoretic analysis of flow control problems utilizing both
cooperative [3] and noncooperative [4], [5], [6] frameworks.
Congestion control schemes utilizing pricing schemes based
on explicit feedback have been proposed by Kelly et al. [7],
[8], and Gibbens et al. [9], and subsequent studies have further
elaborated on this approach following its basic principles [10],
[11], [12].
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Although the game theoretic approach provides a suitable
framework for formulating and studying congestion and flow
control problems in general networks, there are some inherent
restrictions on implementable cost functions in the case of
Internet-style networks. For example, the current structure of
the Internet makes it difficult, if not impossible, for users
to obtain detailed real time information on the state of the
network and on other users. Therefore, users are bound to
use indirect aggregate metrics that are available to them, such
as packet drop rate and variations in the average round trip
time (RTT) of packets in order to infer the current situation
in the network. Packet drops, for example, are currently used
by most widely deployed versions of TCP as an indication of
congestion. In this paper, however, we propose and analyze a
pricing and congestion control scheme based on variations in
the queueing delay a user experiences. A similar approach has
been suggested in a version of the transfer control protocol
(TCP), known as TCP Vegas [13]. Although TCP Vegas
is more efficient than a widely used version of TCP, TCP
Reno [14], the suggested improvements are empirical and
based on experimental studies. Another study, by Mo and
Walrand [12], also makes use of an approach similar to the
one in this paper; however, it is based on fairness and pricing
concepts of Kelly, and employs only a narrow set of utility
functions in describing user demands.
The noncooperative congestion control game introduced in
this paper is characterized by a cost function for each user that
is defined as the difference of pricing and utility functions.
The pricing function is proportional to the queueing delay
experienced by the user, whereas the utility function that
quantifies the user demand for bandwidth belongs to a broad
class of strictly increasing and strictly concave functions.
Through a network model based on fluid approximations, and
a realistic queueing model, we show the existence of a unique
‘Nash’ equilibrium, under the assumption that the effect of
a user’s flow on congestion cost is vanishingly small, which
holds especially if the number of users is large. Furthermore,
we establish the global stability of the equilibrium under a
general network topology. We also investigate stability of the
system in a network with non-negligible propagation delays,
and provide sufficient conditions for stability in the case of a
bottleneck node with multiple users. Based on the theoretical
foundations developed, we design a window-based, end-to-end
congestion control scheme for Internet-style networks, which
is TCP-friendly [15]. This congestion control scheme is then
simulated in Network Simulator 2 (ns-2) over Internet protocol
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(IP) for various network topologies.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: The underlying
network model and cost function are given in the next section.
In Section III, the existence of a unique equilibrium and global
stability of the system under a general network topology are
established. Section IV generalizes the stability analysis of
Section III to the case with delay, with a single bottleneck
link. In Section V we provide a realistic implementation of
the congestion control scheme for IP networks. Section VI
includes simulation results, and is followed by the concluding
remarks of Section VII.
II. T HE M ODEL
A. The Network Model
We consider a general network model based on fluid approximations. Fluid models are widely used in addressing a variety
of network control problems such as congestion control [12],
[5], [16], routing [5], [6], and pricing [7], [3], [17]. The
topology of the network is characterized by a set of nodes N =
{1, . . . , N } and a set of links L = {1, . . . , L}, connecting the
nodes. In this network model, we make the natural assumption
of connectivity, and let M := {1, . . . , M } denote the set of
active users. Each link l ∈ L has a fixed capacity Cl > 0,
and an associated buffer size bl ≥ 0. For simplicity, each
user is associated with a (unique) connection. Hence, the ith
(i ∈ M) user corresponds to a unique connection between
the source and destination nodes, si , dei ∈ N , and we denote
the corresponding route (path), which is a subset of L, by Ri .
The nonnegative flow, xi , sent by the ith user over this path
Ri satisfies the bounds 0 ≤ xi ≤ xi,max . The upper bound,
xi,max , on the ith user’s flow rate may be a user specific
physical limitation, and cannot exceed the minimum capacity
of the links on the route, minl {Cl , l ∈ Ri }.
It is possible to define a routing matrix, A, as in [7] that
describes the relation between the set of routes R associated
with the users (connections) and links l ∈ L :

1, if source i uses link l
i ∈ M and
Al,i =
0, if source i does not use link l l ∈ L
(1)
Using the routing matrix A, the capacity constraints of the
links are given by
Ax ≤ C ,
(2)
where x is the (M × 1) flow rate vector of the users and C is
the (L × 1) link capacity vector. If the aggregate sending rate
of users whose flows pass through link l exceeds the capacity,
Cl , of the link then the arriving packets are queued (generally
on a first-come first-serve basis) in the buffer, bl , of the link
with bl,max being the maximum
 buffer size. Let the total flow
on link l be given by x̄l := i:l∈Ri xi . Thus, the buffer level
at link l evolves in accordance with

−

[x̄l − Cl ] , if bl (t) = bl,max
(3)
ḃl (t) = x̄l − Cl ,
if 0 < bl (t) < bl,max


[x̄l − Cl ]+ , if bl (t) = 0
0-7803-7753-2/03/$17.00 (C) 2003 IEEE

where ḃl (t) denotes (∂bl (t)/∂t), [.]+ represents the function
max(. , 0), and [.]− represents the function min(. , 0).
B. The Cost (Objective) Function
An important indication of congestion for internet-style
networks is the variation in queueing delay, d, which is defined
as the difference between the actual delay experienced by a
packet, da , and the fixed propagation delay of the connection,
dp . If the incoming flow rate to a router exceeds its capacity,
packets are queued (generally on a first-come first-serve basis)
in the existing buffer of the router, leading to an increase in
the RTT of packets. Hence, RTT on a congested path is longer
than the base RTT, which is defined as the sum of propagation
and processing delays on the path of a packet. The queueing
delay at the lth link, dl , is a nonlinear function of the excess
flow on that link, and is given by

−

1

(x̄
−
C
)
, if dl (t) = dl,max
l
l

C
 l
d˙l (x, t) = C1l (x̄l − Cl ),
if 0 < dl (t) < dl,max (4)


+

 1

, if dl (t) = 0
Cl (x̄l − Cl )
in accordance with the buffer model described in (3), with
dl,max being the maximum possible queueing delay. Thus,
the total queueing delay, Di , a user experiences is the
sum
 of queueing delays on its path, namely Di (x, t) =
l∈Ri dl (x, t), i ∈ M.
Let us define a cost function for each user as the difference
between pricing and utility functions. The pricing function
of the ith user is linear in xi , and is proportional to the
total queueing delay Di (t) of the user. The utility function
Ui (xi ) is assumed to be strictly increasing, differentiable, and
strictly concave; it basically describes the user’s demand for
bandwidth. Accordingly, we make use of variations in RTT
to devise a congestion control and pricing scheme. The cost
(objective) function for the ith user at time t is thus given by
Ji (x, t) = αi Di (x, t) xi − Ui (xi ) ,

(5)

which s/he wishes to minimize. In accordance with this
objective, we consider a simple dynamic model of the network
game where each user changes her/his flow rate in proportion
with the gradient of her/his cost function with respect to her/his
flow rate, ẋi = −∂Ji (x)/∂xi . Thus, the update algorithm for
the ith user is:

−
dUi (xi )


−
α
D
(x,
t)
, if xi = xi,max
i
i

 dxi
ẋi =

dUi (xi )
− αi Di (x, t),

 dxi
+


dU
(x
)
i
i

− αi Di (x, t) ,
dxi

if 0 < xi < xi,max (6)

if xi = 0

where the effect of the ith user on the delay, Di (x, t), s/he
experiences is ignored. This assumption can be justified for
networks with a large number of users, where the effect of
each user is vanishingly small. Furthermore, from a practical
point of view, it is extremely difficult if not impossible for a
user to estimate her/his own effect on queueing delay.
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III. S TABILITY A NALYSIS
In this section, we analyze the stability of the system
described by (4) and (6). First, we investigate the simple case
of a single link with a single user in order to gain further
insight into the system. 1 We then generalize the analysis to a
single link with multiple users. Finally, we establish stability
for a general network topology with multiple links and users.
A. Stability for a Single Link with a Single User
For a single user on a single link, the equations describing
the dynamics of the system consist of the user algorithm,
which is a simplified version of (6), and queueing delay
equation for a single user derived from (4). For the time being
we ignore the effects of boundaries on the system:
dU (x)
− αd(x, t)
(7)
x dx
˙
d(t) =
−1
C
where d is the queueing delay, x is the user flow rate, and C
is the link capacity.
The system (7) has a unique equilibrium point (x∗ , d∗ )
given by x∗ = C and d∗ = (1/α) dU (x∗ )/dx. We implicitly
assume that α is chosen sufficiently high such that the equilibrium point is feasible, d∗ < dmax . Defining the queueing
delay and flow rate around the equilibrium point, x̃ := x − x∗
and d˜ := d − d∗ , we obtain the following equivalent system
around the equilibrium:
ẋ(t) =

˜
˙
x̃(t)
= g(x̃) − αd(t),
˙˜
d(t) = 1 x̃,

(8)

C

where the function g(x̃) is defined as
g(x̃) :=
Note that

dU (x) dU (x∗ )
−
.
dx
dx



> 0
g(x̃) < 0


=0

, if x̃ < 0
, if x̃ > 0
, if x̃ = 0,

(9)

due to the fact that U (x) is strictly concave in x, and hence,
(dU (x)/dx) is strictly decreasing.
The system (8) can be viewed as a generalized pendulum
equation with g(x̃) as the friction term [18]. Let us define a
set Ω̃ as
˜ ∈ R2 : −x∗ ≤ x̃ ≤ xmax − x∗
Ω̃ = {(x̃, d)
(10)
and − d∗ ≤ d˜ ≤ dmax − d∗ },
where dmax and xmax are finite upper-bounds on d and x
respectively.
Next define an energy-like Lyapunov function on the set Ω̃
˜2 .
˜ = 1 (x̃)2 + C(d)
V (x̃, d)
α

(11)

1 Admittedly, in this case the assumption of an individual user not affecting
the delay on a link is violated, but still this exercise is useful for the subsequent
analysis dealing with the multiple users case.
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˜ is positive definite on Ω̃. The derivative
Notice that V (x̃, d)
of V along the system trajectories is given by
˜ =
V̇ (x̃, d)

2
g(x̃) x̃ ≤ 0 ,
α

˜ is negwhere the inequality follows from (9). Thus, V̇ (x̃, d)
˜
˜
ative semi-definite. Let S := {(x̃, d) ∈ Ω̃ : V̇ (x̃, d) = 0}. It
˜ ∈ Ω̃ : x̃ = 0}. Hence, for
follows from (9) that S = {(x̃, d)
any trajectory of the system that belongs to S, we have x̃ ≡ 0.
It follows then directly from (8) that
x̃ ≡ 0 ⇒ x̃˙ = 0 ⇒ g(x̃) = 0 ⇒ d˜ = 0 .
Therefore, the only solution that can stay identically in S is
the zero solution, which corresponds to the unique equilibrium
of the original system (7). We next consider the effect of
boundaries as described by (4) and (6) with d˜ = dl and x̃ = xi .
First, we analyze the case of the unique equilibrium being an
inner point. Assume that the trajectory of the system hits the
boundary d˜ = d˜max := dmax − d∗ > 0. In order for the
˙
trajectory to stay on this boundary, we need d˜ = x̃/C ≥ 0.
However, we have x̃˙ < 0 from (8) as due to (9) g(x̃) > 0 when
˜˙ necessarily become negative after
x̃ < 0. Then x̃, and hence d,
some time. Thus, the trajectory has to leave this boundary.
Furthermore, we have V̇ ≤ 0 on the trajectory of the system.
As a result, once the trajectory leaves a boundary it can never
hit it again.
We proceed with other three boundaries in a similar fashion.
Assume that the trajectory of the system hits the boundary
d˜ = d˜min := −d∗ < 0. Since from (8) and (9) x̃˙ > 0, x̃
˙
and d˜ necessarily become positive after some time. Hence,
the trajectory has to leave the boundary. On the other hand,
˙
when x̃ = xmax − x∗ , we have g(x̃) < 0 and d˜ > 0. Thus,
˜
˙
we obtain d > 0 after some delay and x̃ < 0 from (8), forcing
the trajectory out of the boundary. Finally, in the case of x̃ =
˙
−x∗ < 0 we have g(x̃) > 0 and d˜ < 0. Thus, after some time
d˜ < 0, and hence x̃˙ > 0 from (8). Again, the trajectory leaves
the boundary and never returns back due to the non-increasing
Lyapunov function V .
In the case of a boundary solution, once the trajectory
reaches the equilibrium point it stays on the boundary. For
example, assume that x∗ = xmax < C. Then, from (6)
˙
we have ẋ = x̃˙ > 0. Furthermore, d˜ = 0 from (8). Thus,
the trajectory stays on the boundary and at the equilibrium
point. In conclusion, the system (7) with boundaries given
in (4) and (6) is globally asymptotically stable on the set
Ω := {(x, d) ∈ R2 : 0 ≤ x ≤ xmax and 0 ≤ d ≤ dmax }
by LaSalle’s invariance theorem [18].
B. Stability for a Single Link with Multiple Users
The analysis for a single link with multiple users is a
fairly straightforward generalization of the single-link singleuser case discussed above. The system has again a unique
equilibrium point (x∗ , d∗ ) 2 , at which (1/αi ) dUi (x∗i )/dxi is
2 The proof of uniqueness for a more general case which also captures this
special case will be provided in Proposition III.1
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independent of i, x̄∗ = C and d∗ = (1/αi ) dUi (x∗i )/dxi .
Defining the system around this equilibrium point as in (8),
we obtain
˜ , i = 1, . . . , M,
x̃˙ i (t) = gi (x̃i ) − αi d(t)
˜˙ = 1
d(t)
C

M

(12)

x̃i ,
i=1

where α := [α1 , . . . , αM ] is the user pricing vector,
U1 (x1 ), . . . , UM (xM ) are strictly concave user utility functions, and the functions gi (xi ) are defined similarly as in the
case of (9).
Let us define the generalized set Ω̃ as
˜ ∈ RM +1 : −x∗ ≤ x̃i ≤ xi,max − x∗ , ∀i
Ω̃ = {(x̃, d)
i
i
and − d∗ ≤ d˜ ≤ dmax − d∗ },

M
i=1

1
˜2 .
(x̃i )2 + C(d)
αi

(14)

The rest of the analysis is similar to the one in the case of
a single link with a single user,and therefore it will not be
M
carried out. In particular, V̇ = i=1 α2i gi (x̃i )x̃i ≤ 0, and is
equal to zero only if x̃i = 0 ∀i ⇒ d˜ = 0. Again, the system
is globally asymptotically stable.
C. Stability for a General Network Topology with Multiple
Users
We finally establish the stability of the system under a
general network topology with multiple links, and with a
general routing matrix A as defined in (1). The generalized
system is described by (again without the boundary effects)
dUi (xi )
− αi Di (x, t) , i = 1, . . . , M ,
dxi
(15)
x̄l
− 1 , l = 1, . . . , L ,
d˙l (t) =
Cl


where Di (x, t) =
l∈Ri dl (x, t), x̄l :=
i:l∈Ri xi , and
Cl is the capacity of the lth link. For this general case,
equilibrium point or points of the system cannot be described
explicitly. Therefore, we first investigate the uniqueness of the
equilibrium. Toward this end, we assume that A is a full row
rank matrix with M ≥ L which is in fact no loss of generality
as non-bottleneck links on the network have no effect on the
equilibrium point, and can be safely left out.
ẋi (t) =

Proposition III.1. When A is full row rank, the system (15)
has a unique equilibrium point.
Proof. By setting ẋi (t) and d˙l (t) equal to zero for all l and i
one obtains
Ax = C
(16)
f (α, x) = AT d ,
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Suppose that there are two different equilibrium points
(x∗1 , d∗1 ) and (x∗2 , d∗2 ). Then, from (16) it follows that
A (x∗1 − x∗2 ) = 0 ⇔ (x∗1 − x∗2 )T AT = 0
Similarly, from (17) we have
f (α, x∗1 ) − f (α, x∗2 ) = AT (d∗1 − d∗2 ) .

Multiplying this with (x∗1 − x∗2 )T from left we obtain
(x∗1 − x∗2 )T [f (α, x∗1 ) − f (α, x∗2 )] = 0

(13)
where dmax and xi,max are upper-bounds on d and xi respectively.
We next define a Lyapunov function on the set Ω̃, similar
to the one of (11):
˜ =
V (x̃, d)

where d = [d1 , . . . , dL ] is the delay vector at the links, and
the nonlinear vector function f is defined as
1 dUi
1 dUM
,...,
.
f (α, x) :=
αi dxi
αM dxM

(17)

We rewrite this as
M
i=1

(x∗1i − x∗2i )T

1 dUi (x∗1i ) dUi (x∗2i )
−
= 0.
αi
dxi
dxi

Since Ui ’s are strictly concave, each term in the summation
is negative, with equality holding only if x∗1i = x∗2i . Hence,
we conclude that x∗ has to be unique, that is
x∗ = x∗1 = x∗2 .
From this, and (15), it immediately follows that Di , i =
1, . . . , M , are unique. This does not however immediately
imply that dl , l = 1, . . . , L, are also unique. To establish this,
we first multiply (17) from left by A :
A f (α, x∗ ) = AAT d
Since A is of full row rank, the square matrix AAT is full
rank, and hence invertible. Thus, we obtain a unique d∗ for a
given equilibrium flow vector x∗ :
d∗ = (AAT )−1 Af (α, x∗ )
As a result, (x∗ , d∗ ) constitutes a unique equilibrium point for
the system (15).
We note that the unique equilibrium point of the system
is only an approximation to the Nash equilibrium since the
effect of the ith user on the delay, Di (x, t), s/he experiences
has been ignored. This approximation becomes more accurate
as the number of users in the network increases. In addition,
we again assume that α is chosen in such a way that the
equilibrium point is an inner solution, d∗ < dmax .
Defining the delays at links, dl , and user flow rates, xi ,
around the equilibrium as d˜l := dl − d∗l and x̃i := xi − x∗i ,
respectively, for all l and i, we obtain the following system
around the equilibrium:
x̃˙ i (t) = gi (x̃i ) − αi D̃i (t) , i = 1, . . . , M ,
1
˙
d˜l (t) =
x̃i , l = 1, . . . , L ,
Cl

(18)

i:l∈Ri



where D̃i = l∈Ri d˜l , and gi (.) is defined as in (9). For the
time being, we ignore the effect of boundaries on the system.
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Let us define a set Ω̃ (as before) as
Ω̃ = {(x̃, d̃) ∈ RM +L : −x∗i ≤ x̃i ≤ xi,max − x∗i
and − d∗l ≤ d˜l ≤ dl,max − d∗l , ∀i , l},
where dl,max and xi,max are upper bounds on dl and xi ,
respectively.
We next define a Lyapunov function on the set Ω̃ as a
generalized version of the one of (14):
M

V (x̃, d̃) =
i=1

1
(x̃i )2 +
αi

L

Cl (d˜l )2

(19)

l=1

˜ is positive definite on Ω̃, and its
The function V (x̃, d)
derivative along the system trajectories is given by
M

V̇ (x̃, d̃) =
i=1

the boundary and does not hit it again due to the Lyapunov
analysis.
We next analyze the case of the equilibrium being on the
boundary. Similar to the single user case, once the trajectory
reaches the equilibrium point it stays on the boundary. Consider the case where x∗i = xi,max for the ith user, while other
users have equilibrium flows that are less than the maximum.
Then, from (6) we have ẋi = x̃˙ i > 0. Furthermore, it follows
from (18) that d˙l = 0 , ∀l. Thus, the trajectory stays on the
boundary. We note that the other cases can be handled in a
similar fashion. These results are summarized in the following
theorem, where we again invoke LaSalle’s invariance theorem:
Theorem III.2. Let A be full row rank. The system
dUi (xi )
− αi Di (x, t) , i = 1, . . . , M ,
dxi
x̄
l
− 1 , l = 1, . . . , L ,
d˙l (t) =
Cl
ẋi (t) =

2
gi (x̃i ) x̃i ≤ 0 ,
αi

where the inequality follows because gi (x̃i ) x̃i ≤ 0 ∀i. Thus,
V̇ (x̃, d̃) is negative semidefinite. Let S := {(x̃, d̃) ∈ Ω̃ :
V̇ (x̃, d̃) = 0}. It follows as before that S = {(x̃, d̃) ∈ Ω̃ :
x̃ = 0}. Hence, for any trajectory of the system that belongs
identically to the set S, we have x̃ = 0. It follows directly
from (18) that

with the unique equilibrium point (x∗ , d∗ ), and boundary
point behavior described by (4) and (6), is globally asymptotically stable on the set

x̃ = 0 ⇒ x̃˙ = 0 ⇒ gi (x̃) = 0 ∀i
⇒ D̃i = 0 ∀i ⇒ d˜l = 0 ∀l,

IV. S TABILITY UNDER I NFORMATION D ELAY

where the last line is due to the fact that D̃ = AT d̃∗ and the
matrix A is of full row rank. Therefore, the only solution
that can stay identically in S is the zero solution, which
corresponds to the unique equilibrium of the original system.
We now investigate the effect of the boundaries given in
Ω̃ and described by (4) and (6). First, we analyze the case
when the unique equilibrium is not on the boundaries of the
set Ω̃. Consider the case where d˜l̂ = dl̂,max − d∗l̂ for some
link l = ˆl while all links except ˆl are in equilibrium. Then, for
any user i whose flow passes through link ˆl, and x̃
i > 0, we
have gi (x̃i ) < 0, and from (18) x̃˙ i < 0. Therefore, i:l̂∈Ri x̃i
˙
decreases until it is negative, which in turn makes d˜ < 0.
l̂

Thus, the trajectory leaves the boundary. Since V̇ ≤ 0, the
trajectory cannot hit the same boundary again. The case d˜l =
−d∗l can be handled in a similar fashion. We note that, the
case d˜l = −d∗l , if it occurs in equilibrium, corresponds to an
empty buffer at the link l, where the link has no effect on the
system for the given set of parameters. As a result, that link
can be left out.
For the boundary at x̃i = xi,max −x∗i , we have Di > 0 given
that all other users passing through links on the path of the ith
user are in equilibrium. Then, it immediately follows from (18)
that x̃˙ i < 0 and the trajectory leaves the boundary for good.
Otherwise, we have a boundary solution with a subset of users
transmitting with maximum feasible flow rate, x̃i,max , which
contradicts with the initial hypothesis on the equilibrium point.
A similar argument holds for the case x̃i = −x∗i , i.e., either
there is a boundary solution or the trajectory eventually leaves
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Ω := {(x, d) ∈ RM +L : 0 ≤ xi ≤ xi,max
and 0 ≤ dl ≤ dl,max , ∀i , l}.

(20)

It was shown in Section III that the system described
by (4) and (6) is globally asymptotically stable under a general
network topology. We now investigate the global stability of
the system under arbitrary propagation delays, which we are
also going to refer as information delay, and denote by r.
First, we analyze the simple case of a single link with a single
user to gain insight into the problem. Next, we generalize the
analysis to a general network with a single bottleneck node
and multiple users.
A. Stability for a Single Link with a Single User under
Information Delay
For the case of a single user on a single link, we modify
equation (7) describing the system around the equilibrium
by introducing a maximum propagation (information) delay
r between the user and the link, which we assume to be a
constant :
˜ − r)
˙
x̃(t)
= g(x̃) − αd(t
(21)
1
˙˜
d(t) = x̃(t − r)
C
Notice that (21) is a set of delay differential equations. Such
systems have been studied extensively in [19], [20]. Here we
will particularly make use of the methods presented in Chapter
4.2 of [20]. From (21), we immediately have
˜ + r) + α[d(t
˜ + r) − d(t
˜ − r)],
˙
x̃(t)
= g(x̃(t)) − αd(t
and
˜ + α
˙ − r) = g(x̃(t − r)) − αd(t)
x̃(t
C

0

x̃(t + s)ds .

−2r
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On the set Ω̃ defined by (10), we define a Lyapunov function
˜ =
V (x̃, d)

1
˜ 2
(x̃(t − r))2 + C(d(t))
α
t
1 0
+
x̃2 (u − r)du ds,
C −2r t+s

(22)

which is positive definite. Taking the derivative of V along
the system trajectories, we obtain
˜ =
V̇ (x̃, d)

2
g(x̃(t − r))x̃(t − r)
α
2 0
+
x̃(t − r)x̃(t + s − r)ds
C −2r
1 0 2
[x̃ (t − r) − x̃2 (t + s − r)]ds
+
C −2r

Using the simple algebraic inequality
2x̃(t − r)x̃(t + s − r) ≤ x̃2 (t − r) + x̃2 (t + s − r),
one can bound the derivative V̇ above by
˜ ≤ 2 g(x̃(t − r))x̃(t − r) + 4r x̃2 (t − r)
V̇ (x̃, d)
α
C
˜
Thus, V̇ (x̃, d) can be made negative semi-definite by imposing a condition on the maximum delay r. In this case, let
˜ ∈ Ω̃ : V̇ (x̃, d)
˜ = 0}. It follows from (9) that
S := {(x̃, d)
˜ ∈ Ω̃ : x̃ = 0}. Hence, for any trajectory of the
S = {(x̃, d)
system that belongs to S, we have x̃ ≡ 0. It also follows
directly from (21) that
x̃ ≡ 0 ⇒ x̃˙ = 0 ⇒ g(x̃) = 0 ⇒ d˜ = 0 .
Therefore, the only solution that can stay identically in S is
the zero solution, which corresponds to the unique equilibrium
of the original system (7).
We thus conclude that the system (21) is asymptotically
stable by LaSalle’s invariance theorem if the maximum delay
r satisfies the condition
C
k,
(23)
r<
2α
where k is defined as
g(x̃)
.
k := ∗ inf
∗
−x ≤x̃≤xmax −x
x̃
In order to gain further insight into this condition, we compute
the parameter k for the specific case when the utility function
is taken as the logarithmic one, that is U (x) = u log(x + 1).
In this case we obtain
u
u
−ux̃
g(x̃) =
−
=
x + 1 x∗ + 1
(x + 1)(x∗ + 1)
and hence
k=

min

0≤x≤xmax

u
u
=
.
∗
(x + 1)(x + 1)
(xmax + 1)(x∗ + 1)

The requirement on the delay term r is dependent on the
equilibrium x∗ , and since x∗ ∈ [0, xmax ], a safe bound on r
is
uC
r<
.
2α(xmax + 1)2
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Of course a better bound can be obtained on r if we know that
x∗  xmax , and that the trajectory also remains in a small
neighborhood of the equilibrium, x∗ . This would very much
be dependent on the application at hand.
The analysis of the effect of boundaries on the system is
almost identical to the one of the case without delay. Assume
˜ = d˜max ∀t ∈ [−r, 0]. In order for the trajectory to
that d(t)
stay on the boundary at t > 0, one needs x̃(t) > 0 ∀t ∈
˙
[−r, 0]. However, we have x̃(t)
< 0 from (21). Hence, after
˙˜
some time, d < 0, and the trajectory leaves the boundary. Since
V̇ < 0 the system trajectory may never return to the boundary.
The analysis of the remaining boundaries can be handled in
a similar way, and will be omitted. This now brings us to the
following theorem, where again LaSalle’s invariance theorem
is invoked:
Theorem IV.1. The system
dU (x(t))
− αd(t − r)
ẋ(t) =
dx
1
˙ = x(t − r) − 1,
d(t)
C
with the unique equilibrium point (x∗ , d∗ ) and boundary point
behavior described by (4) and (6) is globally asymptotically
stable on the set Ω if the maximum delay, r, in the system
satisfies the condition
kC
,
r<
2α
|g(x̃)/x̃|.
where k := ∗ inf
∗
−x ≤x̃≤xmax −x

B. Stability for a Single (Bottleneck) Link with Multiple Users
under Information Delay
We now generalize the preceding analysis of a single link
with a single user to multiple users by introducing user specific
maximum propagation delays r = [r1 , . . . , rM ] between the
link and the users. The system has a unique equilibrium point
(x∗ , d∗ ) as characterized in Section III. Modifying the system
equations (12) around this equilibrium point by introducing
the associated maximum propagation delays, we obtain
˜ − ri ) , i = 1, . . . , M
x̃˙ i (t) = gi (x̃i (t)) − αi d(t
˜˙ = 1
d(t)
C

M

i=1

(24)

x̃i (t − ri )

Following an approach similar to the one in the single user
case with delay, one gets for the ith user
˜
x̃˙ i (t − ri ) = gi (x̃i (t − ri )) − αi d(t)
+

αi
C

0

M

−2ri j=1

x̃j (t + s − rj )ds.

We again define a positive definite Lyapunov function on
the corresponding set Ω̃ defined by (13) :
˜ =
V (x̃, d)

M
i=1

1
˜ 2
(x̃i (t − ri ))2 + C(d(t))
αi

M
+
C

M

0

t

i=1

−2ri

t+s

x̃2i (u

(25)

− ri )du ds.
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Taking the derivative of V along the system trajectories, we
obtain
˜ =
V̇ (x̃, d)
1
+
C
+

M
C

0

M

2
gi (x̃i (t − ri ))x̃(t − ri )
αi

i=1
M M

Theorem IV.2. The system

2x̃i (t − ri )x̃j (t + s − rj )ds

−2ri i=1 j=1
M
0
[x̃2i (t
i=1 −2ri

dUi (xi (t))
− αi d(x, t − r) , i = 1, . . . , M ,
dxi
M
˙ = 1
xi (t − ri ) − 1,
d(t)
C i=1
ẋi (t) =

− r) − x̃2i (t + s − r)]ds

We bound the derivative V̇ above by
M

2
˜ ≤
gi (x̃i (t − ri ))x̃i (t − ri )
V̇ (x̃, d)
α
i=1 i
4M ri 2
x̃i (t − ri )
+
C
The derivative of V can be made strictly negative by imposing a condition on the maximum delay in the system, rmax :=
˜ ∈ Ω̃ : V̇ (x̃, d)
˜ = 0}. It
maxi ri . In this case, let S := {(x̃, d)
˜ ∈ Ω̃ : x̃ = 0}. Hence, for
follows as before that S = {(x̃, d)
any trajectory of the system that belongs identically to the set
S, we have x̃ = 0. It also follows directly from (24) that
x̃ = 0 ⇒ x̃˙ = 0 ⇒ gi (x̃) = 0 ∀i ⇒ d˜ = 0,
where we have made use of the fact that the matrix A is
of full row rank. Therefore, the only solution that can stay
identically in S is the zero solution, which corresponds to the
unique equilibrium of the original system. As a result, the
system (24) is asymptotically stable by LaSalle’s invariance
theorem if the maximum delay in the system, rmax , satisfies
the condition
kmin C
,
(26)
rmax <
2M αmax
where αmax and kmin are defined as

kmin := min
i

inf

∗
−x∗
i ≤x̃i ≤xi,max −xi

g(x̃i )
x̃i

(27)

Notice that the bound on the maximum delay required for the
stability in the system is affected by, among other things, the
maximum pricing parameter and the number of users.
We next investigate the effect of boundaries on the system,
first in the case of the equilibrium being an inner one. Consider
˜ = dmax − d∗ ∀t ∈ [−r, 0]. Then, for any user i
the case d(t)
˙
with x̃i (t) > 0, we have
 gi (x̃i (t)) < 0, and from (24) x̃i (t) <
0 , t > 0. Therefore, i x̃i decreases until it is negative, which
˙
in turn makes d˜ < 0. Thus, the trajectory leaves the boundary.
Since V̇ < 0, the trajectory cannot hit the same boundary
again. A similar analysis also applies to the case d˜ = −d∗ .
For boundaries on x̃i , assume that all users but the ith one are
in equilibrium, and x̃i = xi,max − x∗i ∀t ∈ [−r, 0]. Then, we
necessarily have d˜ > 0 after some time, and hence x̃˙ i < 0.
Thus, the trajectory leaves the boundary, and never returns due
to the strictly decreasing nature of the Lyapunov function V .
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with the unique equilibrium point (x∗ , d∗ ), and boundary point
behavior described by (4) and (6), is globally asymptotically
stable on the corresponding set Ω defined by (20), if the
maximum delay, rmax , in the system satisfies the condition
kmin C
,
2M αmax
are defined in (27).

rmax <
where αmax and kmin

V. A N I MPLEMENTATION OF THE C ONGESTION C ONTROL
S CHEME
The user responses in Section II are based on a continuous
time formulation. In reality, however, users update their flow
rates only at discrete time instances corresponding to multiples
of RTT. Hence, for implementation purposes, we discretize
the reaction function of the ith user, and normalize it with
respect to the RTT of the user. In addition, we need a specific
utility function in order to quantify the user response in (6).
Logarithmic utility functions are widely used in the literature
not only because they have nice properties like strict concavity
but also because they adequately capture several important
concepts economics, such as the law of diminishing returns.
We choose the following utility function for ith user:
Ui (xi ) = ui log(xi + 1),

αmax := max αi
i

Similar arguments also apply to the case when all users but
the ith one are in equilibrium, and x̃i = −x∗i . In the case of
boundary solutions, the analysis is identical to earlier ones and
therefore will be omitted. The following theorem now extends
the results of Theorem IV.1 to the multi-user case.

where ui is a user specific utility parameter. The optimal user
response is, therefore, a discretized version of (6), and is given
by



 +
ui
− αi
dl (t)
, (28)
xi (t + 1) = xi (t) + κi
xi (t) + 1
l∈Ri

where κi is a (user specific) step-size constant.
The congestion control scheme characterized by the user
response (28) is implemented in a Game (theory) Based
Congestion Control (GBCC) protocol using the Network Simulator 2 (ns-2) [21]. The simulator ns-2 is chosen because it
provides both a realistic environment for testing the proposed
congestion control scheme and a level of abstraction for easy
implementation. GBCC is a simple window based protocol
for best-effort data traffic. It is devised as an end-to-end
sliding window protocol [22], where the sender side adjusts
its window size according to the reaction function (28). For
simplicity, receiver window size is chosen as one. We also
implement a version with a simple slow start mechanism
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where the window size is increased by one per RTT until a
packet loss is observed. We next provide an overview on the
GBCC scheme by summarizing the sender and receiver side
functionalities.

5

11

Single Link Single User with various Delays

x 10

10

9

A. GBCC Protocol

RTT 10ms
RTT 50ms
RTT 200ms

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

0

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18

20

Time (seconds)

Fig. 1. A single user on a single link with RT T = 10, 50, and 200ms. This
version of GBCC has no slow start mechanism.

6

GBCC versus TCP at a Bottleneck Node

x 10

14

TCP Flow
GBCC Flow
Total Flow
12

10

Flow Rate (bps)

As one of the goals of GBCC protocol is compatibility with
existing protocols, most of the functionality is on the sender
side. Specifically, the sender side has the following functions:
• The sender puts sequence number and time stamp into the
packet header. It estimates RTT and base RTT, which is
calculated as the minimum of the RTTs up to that point,
by using the received acknowledgment (ack) packets. The
estimation method for RTT is the same as the one in [23].
• If a double ack is received, i.e. the same packet is acknowledged twice by the receiver, then it retransmits the
packages beginning from the last acknowledged packet
number. We note that this go back n scheme [22] is
implemented for its simplicity. In fact, better mechanisms
with receiver window size being larger than one do exist.
• The sender updates the window size according to (28)
using the current value of queueing delay, which is taken
as the difference between the current RTT and base RTT.
The window size, W , is strictly positive.
• If no ack packet is received within, say 2 RT T , then
sender retransmits previous packets beginning from the
last acknowledged one, and reduces the window size.
The receiver side, on the other hand, has the function of
acknowledging received packets. If no packet is received for a
specific time, say 4 RT T , last received packet is acknowledged
again.

Flow Rate (bps)

8

8

6

4

2

VI. S IMULATIONS
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Fig. 2. GBCC flow versus TCP flow on a bottleneck link with 10ms
propagation delay.
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Multiple Users with random Delays at a Bottleneck Node

x 10

User 1 (2ms)
User 2 (15ms)
User 3 (50ms)

1.8

1.6

1.4

Flow Rate (bps)

We simulate the proposed congestion control scheme,
GBCC, on ns-2. The underlying protocol used for routing is
the standard IP. Links and queues are chosen to be duplex and
drop-tail, respectively. For simplicity, we fix the packet sizes
to 1, 000 bytes. In most of the cases queueing delays on the
links are much smaller than the propagation delays that we
choose. Hence, RTT’s are approximately equal to twice the
propagation delays.
First, we simulate GBCC without a slow start mechanism in
the simple single-user single-link case. The parameters in (28)
are chosen as α = 30 and u = 10, 000. The buffer size is
50KB and propagation delay on the link is varied from 5ms
to 25ms, and to 100ms. We observe in Figure 1 that as RTT
gets too large, the system becomes unstable in accordance with
the analysis in Section IV. Notice that it takes up to 7 seconds
for the flow to reach its capacity in this simulation. Therefore,
we use the slow start version of GBCC for the rest of the
study.
We next explore the interaction between GBCC and TCP on
a single bottleneck link with 10ms propagation delay. GBCC
is TCP-friendly [1] since its long-term rate does not exceed the
one of the TCP flow as observed in Figure 2. The fluctuation in
the first two seconds is due to the slow start mechanism which
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14
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Fig. 3. Three out of 20 flows with various propagation delays (2ms, 15ms,
and 50ms) sharing a 5M bps bottleneck link.
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requires a packet loss for termination. In the final simulation
on a single bottleneck link, there are 20 identical users with
parameters α = 50, u = 400, 000, and propagation delays
are randomly chosen between 2ms and 50ms according to
a uniform distribution. We observe flows of 3 specific users
with respective propagation delays of 2ms, 15ms, and 50ms
in Figure 3. The system again converges to the equilibrium,
however similar to TCP, GBCC favors flows with smaller RTT
as it is a window-based scheme.
We then carry out a simulation with three users on a simple
three node network topology with two 5M bps links of 20ms
propagation delay as shown in Figure 4. While flows of users
1 and 2 pass through links 1 and 2 respectively, the flow of
user 3 passes through both links. Cost parameters are chosen
as α = 30 and u = 400, 000. User 3 is ‘charged’ more
than others through summation of queueing delays as s/he
uses resources on both links. Thus, having the same utility
parameter as others, s/he obtains a smaller fraction of the
bandwidth. Figure 5 depicts the flow rates of users 2 and 3,
as observed in node 2.

Fig. 6. A Nam screenshot of the general (arbitrary) topology network.
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3 Selected Flows in General Network Topology
User 1
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Flow Rate (bps)
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Fig. 4. A Nam screenshot of the simple network. Links are symmetric, and
have a capacity of 5M bps with 20ms propagation delay.
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Fig. 7. Three flows from nodes 7, 8, and 9 to node 6 are shown where these
users are symmetric and have the following cost parameters: α = 30 and
u = 200, 000.

Flow Rates at Node 2, Medium Delay Case
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Fig. 5. Flows of users 2, 3, and total flow at node 2 are observed for 15
seconds.
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Finally, we simulate 10 users with various routes and experiencing various information delays on a seven node arbitrary
topology network (Figure 6) with all links except the one
between nodes 5 and 6 having capacity of 5M bps each. The
link between nodes 5 and 6, on the other hand, has a capacity
of 10M bps. The links have equal propagation delays of 5ms
each, except the links to nodes 7, 8, and 9, which have delays
of 5ms, 10ms, and 25ms, respectively. The users at nodes 7,
8, and 9 all have connections to node 6 and each experiences
a different propagation delay. Figure 7 shows only the flows
of these three users as measured at node 6. We note that
although the number of links in this simulation is equal to the
number of users, the number of bottleneck links that affect
the equilibrium flows is actually smaller. Hence, the routing
matrix A is of full row rank.
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VII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we have developed and analyzed a congestion
control game with a linear pricing scheme based on variations
in the queueing delay experienced by the users. User demand
for bandwidth is captured by a broad class of utility functions
that are strictly increasing and strictly concave. The objective
function for each user in this noncooperative game is defined
as the difference between the pricing and utility functions.
Using a network model based on fluid approximations, and
through a realistic modeling of queues in the network, we
have established the existence of a unique equilibrium, and
the global stability of the equilibrium point for a general
network topology. We have also provided sufficient conditions
for system stability on a bottleneck link shared by multiple
users under non-negligible propagation delays.
We have implemented and simulated a simple, windowbased, end-to-end congestion control scheme in ns-2 network
simulator based on the theoretical foundations of the congestion control game. We have investigated several properties
of the scheme developed through simulations on a single
bottleneck link and on various general network topologies with
non-negligible propagation delays. These simulations reveal
that the implemented scheme not only confirms the theoretical
results but is also TCP-friendly.
There still remain a few open issues and many directions
for future research. For example, there is still ample room for
improvement in the implementation of the congestion control
scheme, such as increasing the receiver window size and fine
tuning the slow start mechanism. Another topic for further
study would be to devise a methodology for choosing the
pricing parameter α. Yet another direction for future research
would be the derivation of improved (less restrictive) sufficient
conditions on the maximum delay allowable in a general
network, to ensure stability of the overall system.
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